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What Is a Pit Bull? 

There is a great deal of confusion associated with the label “pit bull.” This isn’t 

surprising because the term doesn’t describe a single breed of dog as most people 

assume.  The term “pit bull” is generally used as an umbrella category for an entire 

group of breeds including anything from the French bull dog to the more traditional 

American Staffordshire terrier or American Pit Bull Terrier.  This is in the same way 

“Shepherd” is used as a category that can include anything from the German 

shepherd to the Australian Shepherd.  Generally, we only refer to a Staffordshire 

terrier or American Pit Bull Terrier as a “pit bull”. 

Though basic characteristics may be similar in a breed of dogs, temperaments vary 

greatly.  Just as in people, some dogs may be shy while others are outgoing, some 

may be docile and gentle while others are energetic or spirited.  Each dog, 

regardless of breed, should be evaluated and treated as an individual.  The 

personality, sociability and temperament of every dog is unique and finding the right 

match for your needs and the needs of your family is important.  Be sure to both 

research the breed and spend time with the individual dog before making a choice 

to bring an animal into your family. 

 

The Pit Bull Temperament 

Pit bulls are often very tenacious, loving, protective, obedient, determined, 

affectionate and energetic.  They are often very aware of their surroundings, lap-

loving and eager to please. They are not generally used for guarding due to their 

friendly nature. Aggressive behavior toward humans is an uncharacteristic trait in this 

breed.  

 

Training Requirements  

Intensive and extensive early socialization and obedience training are absolutely 

crucial for this breed. They will not respond to harsh or heavy-handed methods. 

Training should be done with respect, praise, firmness, fairness, patience, and 

consistency. With their impressive stamina and staunch work ethic, pit bulls enjoy a 

variety of activities, including agility, tracking, disc dog competitions, fly ball, 

freestyle, conformation, weight pull, and obedience. They do often require an active 

owner who helps to keep their mind and body busy as they are dogs who like to 

have a job to do.   
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Why the Bad Rap? 

Sadly, the pit bull has acquired a reputation as an unpredictable and dangerous 

menace. His intimidating appearance has made him attractive to people looking for 

a macho status symbol and pit bull bite is also far more likely to draw media 

attention. Many dogs of other breeds bite people, but these incidents almost always 

go unreported. They’re just not exciting enough fodder for television and print. Pit 

bulls once enjoyed a wonderful reputation. In fact, some of the most famous dogs in 

American history were pit bulls. Modern pit bulls can still be ambassadors for their 

breed. Some are registered therapy dogs and spend time visiting hospitals and 

nursing homes. Some work in search-and-rescue.  The majority are cherished family 

members.  

Is a Pit Bull Right for You? 

Although many are self-appointed lap dogs, pit bulls, like most terriers, can be 

extremely tenacious and energetic, too. They’re easily excited and need a job to do!  

They are also quite stoic and can be insensitive to pain. These characteristics make 

the pit bull a sturdy, enthusiastic working dog and a fun-loving companion, but they 

can also make this breed a handful for some pet parents. They are not 

recommended for the novice, apathetic, or sedentary owner. 

 

Making Your Pit Bull an Ambassador 

If you bring a pit bull into your life, you’re taking on a big responsibility. Many people 

have never met a pit bull. Realize that these people, especially those who have 

heard media reports proclaiming the pit bull a dangerous animal, might be afraid of 

your dog. Your dog can either fuel pit bull myths or become an ambassador for his 

breed. It’s all up to you and the way you handle him.  As a responsible pit bull parent, 

you have the power to educate the public and change people’s minds about this 

much maligned breed. The best way to accomplish this is to have a well-controlled, 

well-socialized, well-behaved dog at your side.  

 

Challenges to Consider 

Other cons to pit bull parenthood include housing and insurance limitations. Some 

landlords won’t allow pit bulls, and some insurance agencies refuse to offer pit bull 

parents coverage. If you have a pit bull and you’re trying to find a place to live, it 

helps to make your dog his own “resume.” Include a charming photo, as well as a list 

of any obedience classes he has taken. Many landlords are impressed by a Canine 

Good Citizen certificate (mentioned above). If you can show a worried landlord that 

you’re a responsible pet parent and your pit bull is a friendly, well-behaved dog, the 

landlord may alter his or her rules. 

 

 

 

 


